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Reich

The Murder of Christ, 

For those who like me have been greatly impressed and "shocked" by this book. 
Both by the tone used and by formulas. Because the tone is prophetic, almost as 
a God who speaks to us personally or an extraterrestrial, observing us, or a 
spirit which awaits to be incarnated (-omniscient - he was he is no longer). 
Position of authority, to which we can only submit at first, as the orgastic 
potency will have surprised and isolated us.
orgastic potency
For a long time, mid-2010, early 2021, for three years, I tried to define my 
role, in addition to society, in front of humanity and taking into account the 
real reasoning of R..
By reading his autobiography, part 3, already read the 4th, I see the 
constitution of his most important for survive. 
The Murder of Christ. (Armoring Summary ... here)

Unclassifiable book. We can doubt it because no «Alas» is present there, 
however, it is an elegyi, clearly. Reich being optimistic until the end and 
constantly overcoming himself preventing the slightest defeatism. However, in 
the source E. Renan, the alas is there. Also at F. Lamennais. As if this book 
taught us to resign ourselves to continue. A accomplice book of a connoisseur.
It is in this reading sheet, a work of dismantling values, of a destruction of 
the book, of an attempt to go up to the sources, in order to perhaps allow 
development or a demystification. Some of these in this book come from E. Renan 
who has been quoted many times, in continuation and interpretation of those of 
J.C .. of other values could come from Felicity of Lamennais, (Although it is 
not mentioned anywhere and none of his books are included in the catalog of the 
personal library of W.R.). From here, it would be a term, among others, of a 
century called Age of Enlightenment. Thus, in the form of gathered texts, 
compared compilations. This is a project to find some sources of the book The 
Murder of Christ by Wilhelm Reich; Metaphors, words, French authors and history,
formulas, which would have appeared to us at the following reading court.

The quotes from the book The murder of Christ by Wilhelm Reich are highlighted.

00000000000s

To demystify W. Reich, get it from the foot of Estale, to find, understand his 
message, his addition. Personally intrigued at the highest point by the meaning 
of a few assertions in the biological direction (page p4, 58 | p60,85,86,113,222
| p65,84 | p53.51 | p28 in order of importance. (Biological destiny, bird, 
insect, butterflies etc.))
--p4 Why don’t they see and move toward the clearly visible exit ? … Only a very
few slip out of the trap in the dark night when everybody is asleep.



--p58 But the secret of Christ’s story, wich holds the key to man’s cosmic 
existence, is incomparably bigger. In its light, the IS and the SHOULD are no 
problem at all. The IS and the SHOULD depends on the solution of the cosmic 
issue.
| –- p60 They rip them backward whenever a gret expanding leap is required. 
–- p85 The flies on the back of the elephant don’t like it. 
–- p86 work in a glowworm. … The tiny nerve ion a butterfly  does exactly the 
same thing, basically, as does the large nerve of a whale.
–- p222 Do not worry about what life will choose to do. … A new type of man will
grow up and transmit his new qualities … No one can tell what this life will be 
like. 
–- p113 freedom vulture, pernicious wings and dispach his freedom pedlers to the
farthest corner of the earth
|-- p65 into the unknown if you have no bread and no blanket to protect yourself
against the cold and no bread to eat. … Must be hunted like a wild animal… new 
land… .
--p84 It is all dead ducks … It was the flies … 
|--p28 hungry bird … or a butterlfly collector
–- p184 … make birds out of fish, and man out of apes.

There is also the incessant contradiction of each formula; Stay alone, go to 
others, anything is possible, no way of meeting, etc. It is a way of writing 
that leaves its statement and its opposite to each thought, leaving us in the 
indeterminate, motionless in front of a book to be ruminated. 

Because she asked me to do better than W. Reich. When I told her that I had been
looking for someone who had read Lucrece, Stirner, Dante, and whom I had found. 
Chloe 

To be able to share (it). Without returning the other mad/crazy.

Disproportionate pride, feel immortal, remember that we are going to die 
+Personal experience. Cardiac crisis 1*Near 
Reading work, we are led to abandon it, however, that is what allowed these 
discoveries. But since we are afraid we stop.

Renan 

Ernest Renan, La Vie de Jésus, 

p139 Drunk of infinite love he forgot the heavy chain which holds the captive 
spirit and it crossed by a leap the abyss, insusable for the most part, that the
mediocrity of human faculties traces between man and God.



-- p60 These bondages act like dragchains on them backward whenever a great 
expanding leap is required. Every great leader …

p169 … his vagabond life, first for him full of charms began to weigh him. "The 
foxes have their den and the birds of the sky have their nests; but the son of 
the man does not have a pebble where to rest his head." Math VIII 20 Luc IX 51 
-- p62-63 He knows he has to die because there is no place in this world for the
son of god to put his body to rest, but every sparrow has his nest.

p169 The tone he had taken could not be supported only a few months; It was time
that death came unwitting a situation, tense to excess, to remove him from the 
impossibilities of a dead end, and, by delivering it with an overly prolonged 
test, now introduce him impeccable in its celestial serenity. 
P188 … anticipated agony before its arrest … 
—- p116 But first, Christ has to suffer mental agonies before he submits to 
scourging and crucificxion.

P153 These epicurean priests would not have the violence of the pharisees, they 
only wanted rest, their cold irligion revolted Jesus. 
–- p21 They must preach to have faith, because they have no faith. … Faith is 
power. Faith can move mountains. Faith gives strength. Faith is feeling … .

p167 ... "You will be chased from synagogues, and the hour will come where we 
will believe to make a cult to God by killing you. If the world hates you, know 
that he hates me before you. Remember the word that I told you: the servant is 
not bigger than his master. If they persecuted me, they will persecute you " 
J.C.
–- p39 You simply must not know God or Life as your body sweetness. … and all 
this non-sens is preached in thousands of universities all over the globe.

A hatred that could only settle down by death was the consequence of these 
struggles (hypocrisy)

p170 "Respect the opinion of others no one is completely wrong." Jesus is not 
equal to the disinterested opinion of the philosopher (critic)
p171 "What the people love in the pharisian is good and worthy of being loved 
but he does not have enough penetration to discern the appearance of reality "
–-  p174 let people live their own truths, not your truth.

The Pharisee dyed "external devotion was only varnish of hypocrisy. Rigorism was
often in fact only apparent and actually hid a great moral looseness. The people
nevertheless were not fooled, whose instinct is always right. -Vice ~ priests

p157 "Wash your soul" Race of vipers, they only talk about good but inside are 
bad. "You may believe that I came to bring peace to earth; no I came to throw 
the sword there. In a house of 5 people, 3 will be against 2 and 2 against 3." 
p198 "I came to put the division between the son and the father, between the 
daughter and the mother, between the bru and the mother-in-law. Now the enemies 
of each will be in his house." Math X, 34-36 "I came to set fire to earth; so 
much the better if she already burns Luc XII 49 he was sometimes tough and 
bizarre ... his bad mood against all resistance …  --this need turn sour follow 
him alone, to much discipline,
–- p135  Christ is capable of great rage and scorn […] could not possibly love 
where love is needed, if not able to hate intensely where hate is required.

p171 … M. de la Mennais Words of a Believer, same contrast to a rare vigor. The 
most unrestrained anger and the most sweet feedback alternate like a mirage. - 
Enchain 
–- p135 LIFE CAN HATE



p173 … It was a new spirit that appeared in the world and that struck down all 
that had preceded it. He is only a disputer when he argues against the 
Pharisees, the opponent forcing him, as almost always happens, to take his own 
tone.
–- p111 … One just not think straight and simple. It amount to be offensive. You
tell the scribe that you can see life moving in a bit of heated coal, easily  
and without difficulty. The scribe does not simply look … 

p173 … Irony tunic, in tatter behind the Pharisees. But it was just also that 
this great master of irony paid his triumph of life. From the Galilee, the 
Pharisees sought to lose him and used the maneuver that was to succeed later in 
Jerusalem against him. They tried to interest their supporters of the new 
political order* who had been established.  … the ease that Jesus found in 
Galilee to escape and the weakness of the government of Antipas thwarted these 
attempts. He went to the danger himself. He saw that his action, if he remained 
confined to Galilee was necessarily limited. Judea attracted him as if by a 
charm, he wanted to try a last effort to win the rebellious city and seemed to 
be a stain to justify the proverb that a prophet must not die outside of 
Jerusalem. Luc XIII 33   -- let them save themselves. *Femin-ism, x thing

p174 Jésus was a stranger in Jerusalem. He felt that there was a wall of 
resistance there that he would not penetrate. Surrounded by traps and 
objections, he was constantly prosecuted by the bad will of the Pharisees.
-- p110 He was a stranger in Jerusalem, and he would have been a stranger in any
city in any place in the world at any time durring … 
p174 Jesus spent 18 months without going to Jerusalem ... then to the fall 
equinox there, at the Tabernacle festivity ... he has no more than only 6 months
to live … to the south. True religion had to come out, not from the tumult of 
the cities but the peaceful serenity of the fields.

p174 … Mansuetude (Word) with the simple .. no revolution is accomplished 
without a little harshness. Pharisees, nerves and strength of Judaism invincible
obstacle. Anathema -(Word) P171

p175 … raise the poor man who gave little, to lower the rich who gave a lot, 
Obole old lady .. having no idea of the world, accustomed to his kind Galilean 
communism. The priest's announcement made him the forecourt of the temple 
unpleasant.
–- p215 They love with their brain and they hate with their genitals. To be 
human in their presence is impossible. … Their are horrid. Every living feeling 
is killed by their mere presence. They cannot cry and they cannot sob...

p175 … the temple was however, the center of Jewish life, the point where it was
necessary to overcome or die. On this ordeal or certainly Jesus suffered more 
than in Golgotha, his days flowed into dispute and bitterness, in the midst of 
boring controversies of canon law and exegesis, for which his great moral 
elevation gave him little advantage, what am I saying, created a kind of 
inferiority to him.
–- p111 … , straight thinking turns out to be a handicap … 
–- p120 Christ´s humanity is his Godlike quality … And this very love for his 
fellow man has led him into the ghastly trap.

P175 … In this troubled life, the sensitive and good heart of Jesus succeeds in 
creating an asylum where he enjoys a lot of sweetness … Mont des Oliviers, 
Gethsemane (Oil Exploitation) village of Bethany, meet a family of two sisters, 
Marthe and Marie and a third member whose friendship had a lot of charm.
–- p155 They too, learned to drink from the wells of a living God of Love, first
fighters on the road toward the very origins of Man in God’s infinities, the 
first to feel again in their bodies what paradiseii was like : ...



p175 … excommunication led to the confiscation of all goods, theocratic 
legislation of the most excruciating severity. His way had in Jerusalem little 
splendor, prejudices of race and sect was too rooted there… 

p177 … one day they thought they were embarrassing him by presenting him with an
adulterous woman "let any one of you who is without sin cast the first stone at 
her.". Jesus pierced hypocrisy to the heart and at the same time signed his 
death warrant. 
–- p92 he has forgiven the adulteress because he knew the sexual misery of man. 
–- p1XX … break the ban by attacking the carrier of the plague.

p103 … a feeling of sadness poisoning for Jesus the spectacle which filled all 
the others Israelites with joy and pride. Jerusalem, Jerusalem, who kills the 
prophets and stones those who are sent to you" (laying on the cross.. by Roman 
army from heretics to Jews. merchant sacrifices in the temple..)
–- p219 He will feel hurt, he will go through agony for having suffered hate for
deeds of love ; and he himself will be tempted to hate for all this ugly 
performance.Distrust of people nad need for revenge will threaten to poison his 
soul. Many will fall and be lost as leader in this manner...

p103 The fine raillery of the man of the world.

p179 «Render to Caesar what is Caesar's.» J.C. …  Pharisee trap; "Can we pay 
tribute to Caesar?" they ask under the air of disciples. Attract Jesus to the 
field of politics. (note; antedated because no effigy on the coins at this date)
–- p140 This is  as it should be, and Ceasar should get what is coming to him.

p179  « On the Moses chair sit the scribes and Pharisees. Do what they say, not 
what they do, they say and don't do. They compose heavy loads, impossible to 
carry, and they put them on the shoulders of others, when to them, they would 
not want to move them with the tip of their finger.» J.C..-- do, change, sitting
on the spot
+ poème Rimbaud; les assis
–- p45 THEY ARE COMPLETELY EMPTY.
—- p206 learn that people create their live Christs in order to submit to them, 
or, if the Christs refuse to become Barrabass, to kill them outright only to 
promote them to heaven for salvation´s sake, without themselves moving a finger.
–- p208  But really, they would not move a finger, just talk and sit … 
–- p219 They will bind him down and render  him impotent by criticizing every 
single one of his moves without moving a finger in practical action themselves.

p179 … They walk around in long dresses. They do all their actions to be seen by
men. They carry phylacteries (totafoth, tefillin; metal blade or piece of 
parchment containing passages of the Law that devout Jews wore on their 
foreheads and on their left arms.) (exodus passage) 
–- p87 … This would soil their dignity whitch they carry like gowns of silk in 
front of little people.

p180 « Woe to you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, who have taken the key of 
knowledge and use it only to close the kingdom of heaven to men! You do not 
enter it, and you prevent others from entering it. Woe to you who swallow up the
houses of widows, feigning long prayers! Your judgment will be in proportion. 
Woe to you who travel the lands and the seas to win a proselyte and who only 
know how to make him a son of Gehenna! Woe to you because you are like the tombs
which do not appear, and on which one walks without knowing it! » J.C. (contact 
with the tombs makes it impure, care was taken to carefully mark the periphery 
on the ground)
–- p191 … this is the great tragedie : the obtruction of the penetration of the 
fog, not the fog itself ; the threat against the realization of religious 
beliefs and goals and morals, … 



--  … he better to curse them , Obstruction, fog   science  summary

p180 … His terrible dogma of the substitution of the Gentiles. This idea that 
the kingdom of God was going to be transferred to others, those for whom it was 
intended not having wanted it, came back as a bloody threat against the 
aristocracy, and his title of Son of God which he openly confessed in vivid 
parables, where his enemies played the role of murderer of heavenly envoys, was 
a challenge to legal Judaism.–- meurtrier resume
p103 … the murder of Christ is at hand, not as the Kingdom of God, not as a 
dream, but as a crutial task ...

p181 … the call hardy (word) which he addressed to the humble was even more 
seditious. He declared that he had come to enlighten the blind and to blind 
those who believe they see. John IX 39 One day his bad humor against the temple 
forced an imprudent word from him; "This temple built by human hands, I could, 
if I wanted to, destroy it, and, in three days, I would rebuild another not 
built by human hands" marc XIV 58
–- p139 … It means that a temple is nothing compared to Lifeś force in the 
universe.

The Hanan family, official murderers and kaiapha

p177 (R.L. ed.) … It is probable that without for the exasperation caused by so 
many bitter strokes, he might have been lost in the dreadful storm which was 
soon to overwhelm the entire Jewish nation 
p221 … Jesus,letting the storm pass … (machination of the enemies of Jesus) at 
Ephraim, Ephron, side of Bethel. (the death of Jesus was resolved as early as 
February/March)
–- p89 He should retire, go away, hide until the storm is over. His sacrifice  
won´t help a bit.

p217 … much was murmured … the gossip of an eastern city … rumor spread in 
Jerusalem. … the ulcers of Lazarus = Simon the leper (3rd member Bethany 
habitat) by the family of Bethany = over-zealousness = ardent recklessness = 
ardent desire to shut the mouths of those who outrageously denied the divine 
mission of Jesus … 
–- gossip, family resume

p216 … Death would in a few days give him back his divine freedom and tear him 
from the fatal necessities of a role which was becoming more exacting every 
hour. More difficult to sustain. The contrast between his ever-increasing 
exaltation and the indifference of the Jews grew ever-increasing. At the same 
time the public authorities grew bitter against him.
–- p62 They try to persuade him to erform miracle to demonstrate ... The dead 
will rise from their graves, the greatest miracle of all will happen : The souls
will return to their bodies, and they will walk around again just as ...

p218 "it is useful that a man die for all the people" (to prevent the ruin of 
peoples) "Better the death of a man than the ruin of a people" Kaiaphas – dj; 
all his question
—- p91 He must die « for them » … this deep  immorality – is it worth a single 
life like Christ‘s ?

p224 "hosanna to the son of David" by the Galileans

p225 oh father, save me from this hour! he moved a stone's throw away from his 
sleeping disciples. He prayed face to the ground … (if this is true, John does 
not mention it) … -- not equal; falls on his knees = moving fact
–- p122 He falls to the ground and prays, a child of the great heavenly Kingdom 
like other children of the heavens who fall to the ground and pray in many lands
and at all times in all nation. 



 
p223 … the poor … "You will always have poor people with you but you will not 
always have me" J.C..
–- p144 Out of his silence creeps pity for the wretches. Are they worth being 
saved ? Certainly not. Yet, he fully lives through what they do to him.
–- p20 Christ … preaches the innate goodness of the poor and the wretched. The 
poor are like children. 

P223 … and getting excited he promised immortality to the woman who, at this 
critical moment, gave him a gage of love XXV 66 ….
–- p32 Christ knew love in the body and women … decent, beautiful, full-blooded 
women. …  Independant writers such as Renan, have clearly expressed this 
thought, and every clear-minded knower of Christ’s way knows the secret.

p183 (C.F.L. ed.) clarity of conscience … In this impure and heavy city of 
Jerusalem. his conscience, through the fault of men and not his own, had lost 
something of its primordial clarity. Desperate, pushed to the limit, he no 
longer belonged to himself. His mission imposed itself on him, and he obeyed the
torrent. Death was in a few days...
–- p220 At any rate, the new leader will have to maintain a pure emotional 
system, and he will do everything to escape the filth of the soul which goes 
with sexual starvation. … ravage of abstinence from gratifing bodily love.

p182 … the friends of Jesus, it seems, sometimes desired a great miracle to 
(convince) Hierosolymite unbelief. A resurrection must have seemed to them the 
most striking thing … 
–- p62 They try to persuade him to perform miracle to demonstrate … The dead 
will rise from their graves, the greatest miracle of all will happen: The souls 
will return to their bodies, and they will walk around again just as … 

p185 … Legal murder … The "party of order" has always been the same, thinking 
that the last word of the government is to prevent popular emotions, it believes
that it is an act of patriotism by preventing the tumultuous bloodshed by legal 
murder. Unconcerned about the future … 
-- p133 Not because they had not been careful enough in the preparation of the 
judicial murder, but because of the bearing of Christ. 
-- P123 … they want your strenght, not your worries nor your thrust into things 
obscure and dangerous and laden with future fateful events…

p185  … men of order, convinced that the essential for humanity is not to be 
agitated, had to prevent the movement of the new spirit from extending. The 
priestly party against popular seditions. He sought to arrest the religious 
enthusiasms foreseeing with good reason that by their exalted preaching they 
would bring the total ruin of the country. The priests saw as a final 
consequence of this agitation an aggravation of the Roman yoke and the overthrow
of the temple, source of their wealth and their honors Jean XI In a general 
sense J.C. if he succeeded, really brought the ruin of the Jewish nation. 
-- They would bring the total ruin of the country, must be k. necessary

p189 … the agents of the priests probed the disciples hoping to get the 
information resolved not to seize him in the temple …
--p133 ...instead of in the temple where he want every day...

p189 … too great a cause for anxiety. All these internal troubles obviously 
remained a closed letter for his disciples. They understood nothing … 
-- P123 … they want your strenght, not your worries nor your thrust into things 
obscure and dangerous and laden with future fateful events…

p189 … resignation to the divine will A failure worse than death; doubt his 
œuvre. terror hesitation -all is vain - of dark for them in the great soul of 



their master. He could still avoid death; he didn't want to. He agreed to drink 
the chalice to the dregs. Love for his work prevailed. 
-- vital principle more important than individual life / reverse said , chalice:
reverse, ask God to avoid drinking the last bitter sip)

victim of his greatness, did he weep for not having remained a simple craftsman 
of Nazareth? we don't know

p193 Cephas promised that he would go with him to prison and death. Jesus, with 
his usual subtlety expressed some doubts to him: All swore that they would not 
weaken.
-- p143 … where are they? 

n the Talmud the procedure prescribed against a "seducer" (mesith) is to form a 
trap, of two witnesses, in a room lighted by two candles and have him repeat and
confirm the blasphemy; stoned court … criminal matter... Judicial eyewitnesses, 
judicial ambush. Act immediately … for an attack against the Mosaic religion. 
Sentenced to death then sentencing to be approved by Pilate. Interrogation by 
Hanan on his doctrine and his disciples Jesus refused with just pride to enter 
into long explanations; Peter three times denied knowing him in the Hanan court,
concealed cowardice great indelicacy 
-- you say it , R the same science not in tribunal, resume

E. Renan Avenir de la science

p213 Discovery of America. The first navigators who discovered America were far 
from suspecting the exact forms and true relationships of the parts of this new 
world; likewise in science, the most important discoveries are often approached 
in a roundabout way, oblique, if I dare say so. 
–- america columbus boat biography ether d and diab 

psychology p211 

science of nature p257 

p2XX –- A thousand books written to escape.

E. Renan, souvenir d’enfance et de jeunesse, 

p246 I was stoned so badly, a few years ago, for having, in this good country of
France, spoken of love as something sacred, religious, mystical that I will 
impose on myself this time to be brief. Our country, indulgent for polisonery, 
hardly admits that we speak in a serious tone of the intimate secret of nature, 
of this distant voice of a world which wants to be. We do not realize that by 
leaving love in the state of nonsense, filth or giddiness, we argue the Eternal 
of ineptitude. What! the work par excellence, the continuation of life, would 
have been attached to a ridiculous or gross act!... For me, what seems 
demonstrative of the divine nature of love is its spontaneity. He is born like a
flower of the field; it acts like a magnet; Newtonian attraction is no more 
subtle than him. Science demonstrates that two molecules, alone in the world, at
whatever distance one imagines them, would set out to meet.     Emma's love...
–- p180 the church had to face the full realities of Life. renan’s book on 
Christ had to be published , and …  
–- resume 



E. Renan, other

… professor of Hebrew at the College de France where he succeeded Étienne 
Quatremère, he was suspended four days after his inaugural lesson for insulting 
the Christian faith and replaced in his chair of Hebrew on June 11, 1864 because
of his Life of Jesus, book on Jesus of Nazareth judged sacrilege. The scholar 
Salomon Munk succeeded him in this chair. In 1864, the Minister of Public 
Instruction Victor Duruy suppressed his course. … On June 13, 1878, he was 
elected to the French Academy, in chair 29, replacing Claude Bernard. In 1883, 
he became administrator of the College de France. In 1884, he was promoted to 
Commander of the Legion of Honor. In 1888, he was elevated to the dignity of 
Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor. 
(https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Renan)  
p154 Renan was excluded from the French Academy for coming closest to it. … 
Renan writes from sources of the Talmud : …

In Sens, Marseille, Montauban, Lyon, the bishops and archbishops condemn the 
book that the faithful must neither "read [nor] keep [nor] sell or lend". In 
some dioceses, the death knell is sounding. Prayers to which indulgences are 
attached are recited in reparation for outrages. Pope Pius IX congratulates the 
Archbishop of Reims who had the book banned. (https://www.cairn.info/revue-mil-
neuf-cent-2007-1-page-61.htm , Du succès littéraire comme mode d'échec de la 
science (Literary success as a mode of failure for science), Perrine Simon-
Nahum, Mil neuf cent. Revue d'histoire intellectuelle, 2007. 

To pass censorship and continue to sell. Life of Jesus is rewritten one or more 
times by Renan. Passages are removed; those who shocked the orthodox or who 
would have «asked for too long explanations». Thus, several versions exist. 

Lamennais

Félicité Lamennais. Priest, writer, philosopher, scientist. Following, among 
other things, the accusations of the Archbishop of Toulouse Paul Thérèse David 
d'Astros, and one or more trials in Rome directly at the Pope, Gregoire XVI, he 
is excluded from Catholics. PE Not recommended by Lamartine and two others 
friendly writers to publish Words of a Believer. José Cabanis - Pour Saint Beuve
- speaks of Lamennais - his history and defends it.

1778-1854
1833 Words of a Believer & Translation of Dante Divine Comedy.
1838 The People´s Own Book 
1840 Esquisse d´une Philosophie. The first three volumes.
1841 Prison one year in Saint Pelagie, France, "for having attacked the royal 
government" in the book "The government and the people", dixit Wikipedia Fr), he
published, as he had done for the trials of Rome, A book of this trial where he 
appeared as an accused with his publisher, Pagnerre.
1843 A Prison Voice
1846 Esquisse d´une philosophie. The fourth volume.

1973 G. Deleuze embodies it in a filmiii.



Lamennais,  Words of a believer

p98 We cry to you lord O father! You have not abandoned your son, your Christ…  
P123 … you have not abandoned this people in their misery you have not ever 
delivered it to their oppressors … 
–- p129 But Life within hab not abandoned him. His Life within kept acting as 
Life acts, up till the last breath.  … God did not abandon him at all, except as
an image of misled men, corresponding to no reality.
–- p30 God has not forsaken his children. Man must have abandonned God.

P55 … You are sitting on the edge of the ocean of beings, but you do not enter 
its depths … what will I still compare to you?
–- p220 escape the filth of the soul which goes with sexual starvation … he will
be able to penetrate trough the gossiping and tea-parting and socializing 
backslaping and badjocking and 4-lettering of the men and women in the street… 
–- p112 … hop of ever penetrating the tangle … 

p55 … when the storm comes, we hear a deaf rustling on the shore and the waters 
seems to be agitated as themselves.
-- p91 He should retire, go away,hide, until the storm is over. 

P20 … there will always be poor, because man will never destroy the fishing in 
itself … lust ...
–- p144 Out of his silence creeps pity for the wretches. Are they worth being 
saved ? Certainly not. Yet, he fully lives through what they do to him.

P43 … And many will die in this fight, and their name will remain on earth as a 
radius of the glory of God. 
–- p136 … 
Oh, give me a friend     
Who does not request     
The endless safety of my name 
…

P43 May the one who wants to be the greatest among you is your servant, and that
one who wants to be the first is the servant of all. -- summary
–- p1 « Man is born free ; and every where he is in chains. … «  Jean Jacques 
Rousseau asked … the answer is found to this basic question… setting up new 
social contracts.
 
p59 … When even by being mistaken in their faith, others will claim this sacred 
right of you, respect it in them as you ask that the paiens respect it in you.
–-  p174 … let people live their own truths, not your truth.

P130 … help of the others, we need it in childhood, in illness, in everything 
and for everything. The isolated man of the other men, then devoid of language 
and intelligence, and of love, would be within creation a kind of monster 
without origin, without link, without name, a I do not know what indefinable 
that we would look with dread. … The instinct brings together, the duty 
coordinates … 
–- p60 lunacy. What it need badly, what it cannot live without, is 
compagnonship, comradeship, friendship, closeness and intimacy, the warming 
understanding of another soul, the possibility to talk it out and to confide one
´s depth. There is nothing suprenatural or extraornary in this. It is an 
expression of true living, of natural sociality. No one wants or can live quite 
alone without risquing lunacy. Now this deep urge to compagnonship is bound to 
turn sour, that is, to become a request, otherwise incompatible with living 
Life, is the friends and compagnons remains bound to their families, their 
wives, their children, their professions.



p123 What are these grindstone that are constantly turning, and what are they 
briefing sons of Adam, these wheels are the laws of those who govern you and 
what they are grinding is you.
-- p108 From here onward the machinery of the organized emotional plague of all 
ages takes over like a robot grindstone, never to stop until the victime is 
squeezed to pulp.

P134 Exile everywhere is alone –- same destiny everywhere

p171 XLII  And the homeland was shown to me.
I was swept over the shadows region, and I saw time taking them from an 
inexpressible speed through the void, as we see the breath from the South take 
away the light vapors that slide in the distance on the plain. 
And I went up and I went up again: and the realities, invisible to the eye of 
flesh, appeared to me, and I heard sounds which have no echo in this world of 
ghosts.

And what I heard, what I saw was so alive, my soul grabbed it with such potency*
that it seemed to me that before all that I thought to see and hear was just one
vague dream of the night*. What would I say to children of the night, and what 
can they understand? And from the heights of the eternal game, did I not also 
fall back with them within the night, in the region of time and shadows?
I saw as an immobile, immense, infinite ocean; And in this ocean, three oceans: 
an ocean of force, an ocean of light, an ocean of life; And these three oceans, 
penetrating each other without confusing themselves, formed only the same 
indivisible, absolute, eternal unity. And this unit was the One who is; and, at 
the bottom of his being, an ineffable knot linked three people between them, who
were named to me, and their names were the Father, the Son, the Spirit; And 
there was a mysterious generation, a mysterious breath, alive, fecund; and the 
Father, the Son, the Spirit, were the One who is.

And the Father appeared to me as a power which, inside of the infinite Being, 
one with it, has only one act, permanent, complete, unlimited, which is the 
infinite Being itself. 
And the son appeared to me as a word*, permanent, complete, unlimited, which 
says what the power of the father*, what is*, what is infinite being*. And the 
Spirit appeared to me like love *, the effusion, the mutual aspiration of the 
Father and the Son, animating them with a common life, animating with a 
permanent, complete, unlimited life, the infinite Being. 
And these three were one, and these three were God, and they kissed and united 
in the impenetrable sanctuary* of the substance one; And this union, this 
embracing, were within immensity, eternal joy*, eternal voluptuousness*. of the 
one who is. And in the depths of this infinite ocean of being*, swam* and 
floated and dilated creation; such as he is the island which incessantly 
expanded his shores in the middle of a limitless sea.
It flourished like a flower which throws its roots into the waters, and which 
extends its long nets and its corolles to the surface. And I saw the beings 
linked to beings, and happen and develop in their innumerable variety, drinking,
feeding on a sap* that never exhausts, strength, light and life of the one who 
is. And everything that had been hidden for me until then was revealed to my 
eyes, which the material envelope of essences* no longer stopped.
Cleared from earthly obstacles, I went from world to world*, as here below the 
spirit goes from a thought to a thought; And after immersing myself, lost, in 
these wonders of the potency, wisdom and love, I immersed myself, I lost myself 
in the very source of love, of wisdom and of power. And I felt what the homeland
is; And I entered into light, and my soul, swept away by waves of harmony, fell 
asleep on celestial waves*, in an ineffable ecstasy. And then I saw Christ to 
the right of his father, radiating with an immortal glory*. And I also saw as a 
mystical lamb immolated on an altar; myriads of angels and the men bought by his
blood surrounded him, and, singing his praises, they gave him thanks in the 
language of the heavens*.



And a drop of the blood of the lamb fell on the languid and sick nature*, and I 
saw it transfigure; And all the creatures which she contains palpitated with a 
new life, and all raised her voice, and that voice said; 
Saint, saint, saint, is the one who destroyed evil and defeated death*. And the 
Son leaned over the breast of the Father, and the Spirit covered them with his 
shadow, and there was a divine mystery between them; and the heavens in silence 
shivered. 
END
–
*potency (puissance,power)
–- p188 By far the most likely result  of the principle of « orgastic potency » 
will be a pernicious philosopy of 4-lettering all over..., 
* Fils (gets into the plasma and explaining it. The Verb; love including 
genital. He went through the same path, Jésus, Reich scientists. Orgone=God 
sexual life, devil ether)
–- p87 … he told his people where and what the ocean is… Christ dare to show 
them the ocean depth.
*sanctuary 
–- p50 To get into paradise you must not only know … you must also be able to 
get into its inner sanctuary. 
* eternel joy, (–- …see hope everytime…)
–- p116 … till the catholic peace and brotherhood peddler has succeeded in 
shutting every single exit from the trap toward the domain of Christ, the 
kingdom of Love and eternal happiness
*voluptuousness –- exit of the scholasticism of the Middle Ages based on its 
refusal, etc.
*ocean –- vocabulary the same as from the Greeks, 
*swam –-allegory ´thrown over the edge of a boat in the sea … survive´ biography
4e part R.; Where is the True.
*sap 
–- p155 In their hand is a rope with a knot at the end of the sling, or a gun 
ready to shoot Life drinking its sap from the well of Love.
*material envelope of essences –- membrane
*cosmic waves  
*glory 
–- p136 … Oh, give me a friend    Who does not request   The endless safety of 
my name, …
*language of the heavens
–- p117 … and he began to develop the language of a prophet or Messiah and the 
way of a religious leader.
–- p125 To learn the language of heavenly life, … 
–- p138 His langage is not their langage since they have been confused at 
Babylon. Therefore he is silent ...
–- p26 … his awfull language already betrays the emotional feel of ´taking her´ 
against her will by force of seduction.
–- p160 But finally you will start talking Christ’s language and shiver in 
learning to live his way of Life.s
*sick nature –- sick humanity
*destroyed the evil defeated death –- knows he is mortal.

p55 Answer them that their God is Satan, the enemy of the human race, and that 
yours is the one who defeated Satan. After that they will unleash their 
satellites against you; They will make unumbered prisons to sequestered you. 
P47- Satan

Lamennais ,Voix de prison 

the damp dust which covered the light threads, the impalpable and mobile network
extended over the meadows, the fields.



 
p182 father dies before birth. loses his miserable loving mother, instruction to
smooth the paths he was going to have to take.

p183 Alas! she had exhausted her whole life in a few years. She layed in my 
arms. Her silent lips still smile at me. His dying gaze blessed me one last 
time. Now alone in this world. I was there as if I was not there. Feeding on my 
memories, of vagues daydreams and sad hopes.
 -- mère, hélas élégie, souvenirs are not livable..

p183 … Providence guided an orphan girl like me. Our eyes looked down and our 
silence alone spoke. I consumed myself in my desires, she wiser, repressed my 
ardor, saying, we must think of those who will come; Let us first do some 
savings.
--p26 so Life also lets its love relationships grow slowly from a first 
comprehensive glance to the fullest yielding during the quievering embrace.
[… ]life meets because it just meets.

p185 … vulture … twilight extended his veil above the prison. 
–- p113 … the moment freedom vulture starts its ugly, pernicious wings and 
dispach his freedom pedlers to the farthest corner of the earth

then prison, proletarian (word) “They consult themselves to live; We throw them 
in prison " 
Diaphanne vapor ocean 
poetry

There is like an invisible breath that goes from you to me (brother, love), and 
from me in you. Let them grasp it if they can! They have chained the body (those
who have betrayed the happy homeland) but the soul laughs at them, it is free!

The voice that says; Remember the dead (end) 

May the sun were beautiful and laughing nature!

Does it remember you, my sister, our morning races on the grass bathed in dew, 
our games in the woods, and the nests to which almost in tears, you defend me 
from touching because of the poor mother? And the days and the years run, and, 
withdrawn in itself, moved with sadness and unknown joys, the Soul is extending 
its mysterious wings on a new life near hatching. --Fem

Justice (word) 
p207 Freedom; forget of oneself, mutual dedication; that freedom is love –- w.r.
Rights, Duties, Liberty, Responsibility

The divine plower soldier 
indigence a crime, no house; Creal law prison 

p19x … Powerful and calm flight of free eagle in immensity … 
-- p120 Christ, the eagle, … he would hatch some eagles to carry his message 
into the wide world. The shame of it is, the blind chicks had seduced him into 
hatching out their eggs...

inexhaustible tenderness (word) corolle (word)

p179 To the principle of domination of the government the free association, 
immediate Lamennais (du Passé et de l'Avenir du Peuple  (of the past and the 
future of the people.)



p207 «Peoples wonder where are justice, providence. Let them wonder if they are 
ready for the good they call and I reserve them.» J.C.
–- p50 The true guardian is, of course, man himself ; HE IS GUARDING HIS VERY 
LIFE AGAINST DISASTER. DISASTER WOULD ENGULF HUMANITY IF MAN AS HE IS TODAY, 
WOULD FIND AND KNOW GOD. HE would make of God … (as everything, amour de la 
connnaissance, nouveaux nés, socialism, échange de biens à travers les ages.) a 
mess.  

p20X Son of time, everything seems long to you: go and repeat to the peoples 
what you have just heard.
–- p211 The new leader will feel impatient but he will learn to wait endlessly. 
… waiting patiently is only possible if you have no ambition to lead or to save 
people.
--p124 Do not write for people but about the essential of Life. … let your words
an thoughts stream out into the wide world …

The beast shows the goal from a far, higher instincts, more intimate joys.

p194 Smile of evil, repulsive, from which surrounded all these human larvae. 
Lie, perjury, hypocrisy, corruption, suspicions, distrust. «… You will spread 
out everywhere the … »
p197 The spirit of light said: «… probe your kidneys, count if you can, the 
iniquities piled up at the bottom of your conscience.» (Spirit of light -> 
Skinny elderly man <- Lemures) The Lemures said: «… It is good that some die for
the salvation of all. Who resists to the established power is Guilty.» 
 –- satan kidneys

p201 … beast without instinct; strikes her chest, it sounds hollow …
--p45 THEY ARE COMPLETELY EMPTY.

The name of the homeland … after the ardor, the tenderness … The severe duties 
of man, the big one, the holy fight where to fall is to defeat, where to die is 
to relive. 
And they had fallen, and they had overcome, those I saw struck by the ball, or 
pierced on the ground by the sword of the coward. 
And they had fallen, and they had overcome, those still whispering the name of 
the homeland, expired after long tortures on the straw of the dungeons.
Glorious troop of the forts, you are there near me, and you tell me: do you 
hear, brother, the old martyrs who from above call us? Crowned with splendor, 
they go away, divine messengers, from sphere to sphere*, singing the canticle of
the future. A virtue emanates from them, penetrates to the heart of the people, 
and its beats become more hasten, and the earth and the heavens shakes and the 
worlds, palpitating within the immensity, say to each other: one great justice 
will be done; Have you felt the breath of God? 
The voice silenced again, as gone in the vague of space. Then suddenly vibrant 
with force: 
They have chained the body, but the soul laughs at them, it is free. 
*sphere
–- even our mechanist have begun to hear the music of the sphere.

It was a autumn evening; A lukewarm breeze came from the sunset, a mild breath 
of the dormant seas. The sun floated on the horizon in an ocean of diaphanous 
vapors. Dark blue clouds, aerial flowers, lay out on the edges of the corollas 
of a thousand shapes, tinted with numberless colors whose mingled nuances were 
lost in a gold fluid.

A few rays of sun, sliding through the vases of flowers posed that outside the 
narrow window, penetrate into the little attic, and, reflected by the paper of a



yellow shade which covered the walls, veloued into a red of gold , objects 
drowned in a mellow light.
There was, not sadness, but a kind of melancholic and vague reverie in her eyes 
that long black eyelashes veiled, and on her forehead a celestial purity.
Sometimes she ceased her work for a moment, her virginal head got up like a lily
on her flexible stem and her foreign looks from outside were withdrawn in 
herself and contemplated a whole world visible on her own.
Astray in the distance on indefinable perspectives, they were going to lose in 
horizons lost themselves in the undecided, glimmer of boundless space. A nature 
whose ours is only the shadow stalls and its rich colors and its delightful 
forms and its fecund breast exhales pure, suave, an halation of life that 
aspires with pleasure the innumerable multitude of beings.
And the air, animated by the voice of these beings palpitated: From seas, from 
lakes, from rocks, from woods, all came out together the thousand and thousand 
voices which this universal voice formed, and, uniting and penetrating, their 
divine harmony propagated in all directions in these ethereal plains, unrolled 
its immense waves!
And withdrawn in herself still further forward, the girl heard in the inside of 
her soul, in her secret depths, mysterious sounds and paroles that are not from 
the language of men. Then everything else was veiled; Her thought seized what 
has no apparent form, her love embraced an invisible beauty near which all the 
others efface oneself, and died and reborn by a flux and reflux of fire which 
consumes life and which renews it, which is life itself in its imperishable 
essence.
And time was fainted with the fugitives realities from which it measures the 
rapid duration, and, plunged into the One of whom everything comes out, to whom 
everything comes back, the soul was drinking in the calm elating of an ineffable
ecstasy. 

pEnd … Talk to me Lord only you knows how to fill the immense vacuum that you 
made in me.
–- p64 … the gap between the ability to hope and the ability to do will in any 
case force people to feel the new idea as a burden … 

Satan: Push them on the slope where we go down so quickly - Kingdom of Hell 
(blown in society) - Allison last mail (of our couple)
–- p160 drive the Hell of your miserable Little Men out of your paradise. 

Lamennais livre du peuple,

P136 … ; And that your word is always true; May she never alarm the modest ear 
or hurt the respect that man must have to man.
–-p184 But, truth is dynamite wich can kill  Life in the hands of sick life. 

P135 … develop as the tree extends its branches leaned to other branches, 
towards the sky…
-- p222 It will be ITSELF, and it will have the power to develop, and to correct
what will impede its development.
–- p43 … but he will tightly shut all entrances to knowing it, handling it, 
developing it. This removal of … 

p155 Time uses the envelope of the divine principle but does not use the divine 
principle. When the body in which it was embodied dissolves and falls into dust,
it is a new, more perfect, whose previous one contained the germ.
–- p91 The single accidental soul is still too important to him. He does not 
reach the conclusion of the unimportance of the single life, of the importance 
of the principe of Life itself, which will preserve billions of single lives.



p116 … If he has no reason or will, if not master of himself … he becomes a pure
machine … (automaton)
–-p150 … performance of Duty… or simply in insesivity… they are just machine and
no more...

p115 In the liquid atom where travels, like the whale* in ocean, the 
imperceptible insect, the Providence has deposited the necessary food for its 
subsistence, and it too draws from the inexhaustible udder of the common mother 
its droplet of milk that it distributes, depending on the measure of its needs, 
to each creature. … it does not only live from bread, body… it lives from all 
the words which proceed from God that is to say of the truth* which nourishes 
its intelligence. –-
*whale
-- p57 The point from wich you view such event … It lose its detailed greatness 
the moment you watch it fromm the standpoint of a whale.

P116 He says to the vapor; Do the oeuvre […] blind force, prodigiously superior 
… The knowledge of religious and moral law, and that of the universe, such is 
the life of the mind; And all have the right to this knowledge*, because all 
have the right to live, the right to keep and to develop*. However, to develop 
is to grow without obstacle*, it is freely applying its activity to everything 
that carry it to the internal impulse*, within the limits set by the universal 
order*; And the right, essentially inseparable from freedom, merges with it in 
its experience.
–-
*All have the right to this knowledge
Title of biographie W.R. 4e part ; People right to know 
* to develop 
-- p75 … they will want to get it but not let it live or develop from their 
total life.
–- p46 They are rigidly armored …emotionaly sterile, immobilized, devoid of 
development.
* obstacle 
p176 it is not the learning to walk in the infant, but the rock and the 
precipice in its way that is to be watched. … … instead of removing the obstacle
in the way of growing truth.
* internal impulse  
-- p56 To move outward, man would first have to stir inside without outer 
excitation. The impulse to move on, to change things, … 
* universal order
-- p104 The « world Soul » was in everything … integral part of the universal 
soul

P74 There are men of rapine who spy on the weak to deprive him of force or 
cunning, and who roam the night around the house of the widow and of the orphan.
-- p186 …  not around my garden with a knife … letting murderers and thieves and
men who are out to kill you sneak around your house at night, ….

P136 There are words that kill … malicious talk, slander. 
–- P126 it will pronounce innocuous details in a tone and a slant of intonation 
which is meant to kill the last vestige of love or esteem for the victim in the 
hearts of most devoted friends.   When you hear the deadly, poisonous intonation
of the prosecutor, you know a Murder Of Christ is going to happen again.

P185 And little by little air became like water that is disturbed, and the 
crepuscule spread its ever more obscure veil on the crest of Mount. A voice came
out of the entrails of the wave and raised vague, immense, similar to the sighs 
of the Spirit of the abyss; And; From the heights of the lonely rock, another 
voice, merging with that voice, was going through the night dying on the desert 
beach.



-- p57 Nothing can disturb … brooding like an ocean … only ripples on the 
surface … such waves … revolution ...

p98 God addressed in the origin this command to all men; Grow and multiply, and 
fill the earth, and subjugate it; And you are told to you: renounce the family, 
the chaste sweets of marriage, the joys of paternity; Refrain, live alone. What 
could you multiply that your miseries? It is therefore certain, humanity is not 
what God wanted it to be; She diverted from its ways. How will it come in?
Listen. 
There was a Law from the beginning; This law was forgotten, raped. 
… after fourty centuries J.C. restored the Law … –- Lawfull, surpop, resume
–- p201 fonctions … not touched for a period of some twenty-five hundred years 
of human dealing with nature.

p164 … regeneration wanted by you and that God asks you.
–- p125 Their want is only consolation. What they need is regeneration. Not in 
heaven, on earth.

p151 When the rains come to fall into the country where the Nile has its source,
the river grows and goes up, and covers from nearby to proximate the valley that
it fecund. To make its fertile waters arrive at the most distant lands, 
shouldn't it be that he first sprinkle those who touch its shores. 
—-p39 sap a well … once filled up to overflowing, it will start giving off water
to the soil around it and to distant brooks whitch in turn will give the sap of 
Life back to life. In this manner Life reproduces, maintain itself and grows 
endlessly. Not so armored man. … 

p151 selfishness will always remain …
No union without love. Because love is the very energy that fulfill union. Now 
to love God is to desire it, and prayer is the movement which carries it towards
the object which it loves, which it aspires to own, which it calls to oneself. 

p161 The lonely beaver lives in great pain in the first hole he meets on the 
bank of the river: associated with other beavers, he built in the current vast 
and convenient residences where they all live in abundance … Base of 
association; Mutual confidence, probity, moral conduct of its members, wise 
economy.
–- p26 Life does not write a book in order to … ; it does not write « for 
people » but about process and facts. Life builds a bridge safely in order to 
cross a stream and not in order to get a reward …
–- p200 the deepest root of humanity, as the rock fondation upon which to 
build :To builds as an enginer build a bridge or an architect a house, anf not 
as the Red Fascist builds up his empire over man and his society ...slander 
denonciation … destroyers of human hope … 
-- p55 … imbridgable GAP between the dream of Life and the ability to live dIFE 
in man.
-- p104 … no unbridgable contradiction between individualism and universalism.

p116 Like the tree which, on the mountain extends its strong branches far and 
draw up its elevated and proud head.
–- p100 The crooked trunk will hate and will have to murder the straight tree 
trunk until the tree trunks will start growing straight all around  and will no 
longer cause terror in crooked tree trunks.

p145 ~seduction first woman by a snake, the most frightening " evil spirit 
fascinates straight souls; 

All Chapter «Duties» (to unite) near of 
–- All Chapter VI ; THE GREAT GAP   MAN’S SITTING



Lamennais, Du Passé et de l'Avenir du Peuple. 

(Of the past and the future of the people) 

The physical laws of the union of man and woman and the union of both with the 
child, combined with the intellectual and legal laws from from where emanate the
duty and the right, are proper what we call marriage, family. 
Hope and love, Hope softens everything, and love makes everything easy. 
-- Faith - Not to avoid leeches. Against

There are currently men who suffer a lot because they loved you a lot; Me, their
brother, I wrote the story of what they have done for you and what we did 
against them because of that; And when violence will have been worn out of 
itself, I will publish it, and you will read it with tears then less bitter, and
you will also like these men who loved you so much. Now, if I tell you about 
their love and their suffering, I would be throwing me with them in the 
dungeons. I would descend there with great joy, if your misery could be a little
lightened; But you would not withdraw any relief from this and that is why you 
have to wait and pray to God that it abridge the ordeal. Those we fight, what do
they want? Their personal property linked to the evil of others. What do we 
want, what should we want? The good of all by sacrificing it, if necessary our 
personal property. They live in themselves only; We live out of us this is what 
separates us, what makes them and us like different races 
-- fight, different races, with the Barest necessary of living, ltsavtslf,

Chap V p241 Immersed within the universe, absorbed in him man is forced to react
against its fatal forces to keep himself. Search for causes and laws that he had
to know so as not to succumb in this gigantic struggle. Now the knowledge of the
causes and laws which govern the universe implying that of the supreme cause* of
which he found in himself* the notion, but vague and confused because of his 
very unity, he tried to conceive it to conceive of his operations, and, too weak
first to scientifically separate it from what stems from it, he identified it 
with the secret energies producing the phenomenon which struck its looks. Hence 
the religions of the Nature true in their origin … -> God 
–- resume science orgastic convulsion 

p243 patriarchy. Oppression in the family, women delivered to the whims of the 
husband or of the strong one. Oppressed by polygamy, divorce. The child by the 
arbitrarily absolute authority of the father who became the type of social 
power, when he did not only depended of pure force. The property depends more 
and more on the same right of force; She reigned in fact sovereignly.
–- p53 The patriarchal structure of their societies … .

p254 … the woman acquired some dignity …

2021 guy gallemey?
Long is the stain of humanity, and its work is tough; But, to soften it, God 
gave him two celestial companions; The faith that supports it and the hope that 
consoles it.
--About social iniquities

p264 substratum (word)
--same

Lamennais,  mélanges

p223 The Dead. The dead where are they, who will tell us? … Happy the dead who 
die in the Lord. 



Lamennais De l'esclavage moderne

PEnd  … this cursed and rotten generation …
–- p158 … dried-up carcasses … his whole life by a worthless, godless, forsaken,
generation of vipers and vermin, …

Lamennais, esquisse d’une philosophie 1840-1846

Tome IV, Partie II-de l’homme Livre VII Chapitre VII p366  He quotes; 
Organogénie of Gaudichaud, botanist, Accademy of Sciences August 19, 1844. 
Gaudichaud; Recherche générale sur l’organographie, la physiologie et 
l’organogénie des végétaux, (General research on organography, physiology and 
organogeny of plants), 1841.(Wikipedia FR)
-- orgone 
p102 streamling of Life in the organism during the embrace were subsumed under 
the term ORGONOTIC.
p104 … Bruno had, in the sixteen century, by mere thought, anticipated the 
factual discovery of the cosmic orgone energy in the twentieth century. … 
orgonometric equations … orgonomic functionnalism.

Tome IV, Partie II, Livre XII, Chap IX p414 … The development of the generation 
is functional … Creation of the necessary environment at the evolution of the 
primitive germ … (nutrition)
Tome II Livre VI, Chap VI … In some species, in bees for example, the individual
is even an organ appropriate for certain functions … 
–- fonction 
p104 Bruno was basically a functionalist. He knew about the functionnal identity
and antithesis, even in ...
 
Tome III, Livre Art, Chapter Art ; … Admire God's work and seek to reproduce it 
in his works. This is the art.
–- worship resume
p87 … having lost your FIRST sense of Life, you began to worship gold.

Tome IV, Livre X, chap V  … Potency of affinity … (body attracting for love …) 
–- orgastic potency

Tome II, Livre IV, Chap IV, p204 … Organic love is like the support of superior 
love. Under the influence of lower love and its effective, inorganic elements 
are brought back to organic or individual unity*; Thus superior love brings back
organic being to social unity, the center of which is infinite being. … Variable
-relation with- contingent. …
–- unity summary

Tome II, Livre IV, Chap IV, p204 … man always advances and has no other terms 
than infinity… 
–- stir move onward
 
TIV LIII Chap V P214 … methode … reach back from the complex to the simple … 
TIV LIII Chap II p202 … Kant's method, isolate man from the universe ... Nothing
positive nothing living, can only be dead science, absurd, negative, empty
–- methode, dead science 

TIV LIII Chap V p212 Knowing is to see* ... The vision of ideas ... The light 
fluid … effulgenceiv … the one conceives very well that a being perceived this 
one and is unable to perceive that one.
*to see,
–- I was a visual type of man 4e bio R. Where is the True 
*one conceives…



–- … I do not give a damn if they see it or not … 

Alfred rebelliau,  Lamennais Une amitié féminine

Female friendship is Madame de Lacan = Madame Cottu. Relationship begins in 
1819. She is an admirer/fan and converts to Catholicism because she read him. He
has been helping her since the beginning of the relationship. They maintain a 
correspondence until 1954, a month before the death of Lamennais. During this 
relationship, when her husband dies, he advises her not to remarry. He leaves 
her (no longer sees her, stops going to their usual meetings in a country house)
following the recommendation of his confessor priest because of the rumors "of 
the world" about this relationship which could harm his reputation in his 
professional career. … He has another fine artist friend …

Louis de villefossee, Lamennais ou l'occasion manquée 

(Although it was published in 1945, the author warns that he wrote this book 
before the Second World War, and "against the war" by talking again about the 
doctrines and history of Lamennais where he saw some proposals and solutions 
possible against it.)

Lamennais was already involved and interested in the social movements of France,
(just as he would be a decade later in the workers' revolts, notably that of the
Canuts of Lyon and the trials of the July 1934 insurrection and just as he would
be fifteen years later towards the events of 1948.) when he undertook a trip to 
Italy in 1919 in order, among other things, to meet the Pope there, then 
continued in Germany. During the meeting with the Pope in 1819 in the Vatican, 
in addition to the Pope, there are three "mannered" people present in the room, 
Austrians and opponents of Lamennais. The latter will confide among his 
correspondence, that he was disappointed with the meeting, that the Pope was 
evasive, (looking out the window, presenting sacred objects of which he is the 
temporary owner …) and that the whole of the discussions remained superficial.

The Pope, Gregory XVI (Cardinal Cappellari), applauded at the beginning and 
imprinted his proofs of the existence of God on the book Essay on Religious 
Indifference by Lamennais. But the Pope is under pressure from the Cabinets of 
Vienna. The pope publishes the Mirari vos (You will be surprise) in 1819, he 
will publish the Singularitis nos (we are unique) in 1834. Both are 
condemnations and exclusions of the Pope against Lamennais and his oeuvres. 
In these "encyclicals", one can read in Latin proposals of Lamennais condemned, 
being to be the editorial line and the principles of freedom of the newspaper 
L'Avenir which he had founded, or the values present in Word of a believer. 
The Pope, prohibiting, among other things, their dissemination and reading, will
say in the first encyclical that thus; “order and tranquility are restored”. 
Lamennais is accused there of “speaking in public on the questions of the Holy-
Chair”. Freedom of conscience for all, which he promotes and defends, is 
attacked and denounced by the Pope as “absurd”, … or “erroneous delirium”. He is
there accused of presenting power as contrary to divine law, the Pope will say; 
"false, slanderous, reckless, impious, scandalous propositions, leading to 
anarchy…"
And also that “to spread revolt brings destruction, and breaks all bonds of 
fidelity and submission to princes. », that you must submit to power and that if
you do, «your very powerful emperor will be very benevolent towards you». 

In addition to his numerous press condemnations by this "detestable, execrable 
civil and religious society" Lamennais will discover that he was for years under
complete police surveillance, his private letters were intercepted by, and given



to the police and then sent to Rome where they were read, and kept in the dark 
cabinet of the Pope. 
“I must point out to him his responsibilities, which are heavy” said Fernand 
Hayward, historian, speaking of Gregory XVI.

-0- 

Papyrus de Derveni

Other coincidences are found in the Derveni manuscript, which allow a dating to 
some questions posed in the Murder of Christ. But the publication of this one is
posterior to the Murder of Christ. 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_de_Derveni , (The oldest manuscript found 
in Europe, in 1962), 266 fragments, middle of the 4th century BC.

Arthur Rimbaud, Poésies

–- p56 You remain sitting as an office man, or ….  
All Chapter; SITTING ON THE SPOT

Arthur Rimbaud, Poésies

Les Assis (Sept. 1871) 

Noirs de loupes, grêlés, les yeux cerclés de bagues
Vertes, leurs doigts boulus crispés à leurs fémurs,
Le sinciput plaqué de hargnosités vagues
Comme les floraisons lépreuses des vieux murs ;

Ils ont greffé dans des amours épileptiques
Leur fantasque ossature aux grands squelettes noirs
De leurs chaises ; leurs pieds aux barreaux rachitiques
S'entrelacent pour les matins et pour les soirs !

Ces vieillards ont toujours fait tresse avec leurs sièges,
Sentant les soleils vifs percaliser leur peau
Ou, les yeux à la vitre où se fanent les neiges,
Tremblant du tremblement douloureux du crapaud.

Et les Sièges leur ont des bontés : culottée
De brun, la paille cède aux angles de leurs reins ;
L'âme des vieux soleils s'allume emmaillotée
Dans ces tresses d'épis où fermentaient les grains.

Et les Assis, genoux aux dents, verts pianistes,
Les dix doigts sous leur siège aux rumeurs de tambour,
S'écoutent clapoter des barcarolles tristes,
Et leurs caboches vont dans des roulis d'amour.

- Oh ! ne les faites pas lever ! C'est le naufrage...
Ils surgissent, grondant comme des chats giflés,
Ouvrant lentement leurs omoplates, ô rage !

The Sitting Ones

Black with wens, pockmarked, eyes rimmed of rings
Greens, their curved fingers clutches at their thighbone,
The sinciput planted with vague spitefullities
Like the leprosian blossomings of old walls;
 
They have grafted, in epileptic loves,
Their whimsical skeletal structures with big black 
skelettons
Of their chairs; their feet to the scrawny rungs
Intertwines for the mornings and the evenings!
 
Those old men always have braids with their seats,
Feelings the vivacious suns percalise their skin,
Where, eyes at the window where the snows wither,
Shake of a painful shake of the toad.
 
And the seats are very kind tor them: mellowed
with brown, the straw breaks at the angles of the small of 
their back
The soul of the old suns lights up, wrapped up
In those braids of ears where the grains were fermenting
 
And the sitting ones, knees to the teeth, green pianists,
The ten fingers under their seat with rumors of drum,
Listen to themselves lapping some sad baracolles,
And their heads are going in some love rolls.
 
- Oh! Do not make them stand up! It's the wrecking...
They spring up, rumbling like slapped cats,



Tout leur pantalon bouffe à leurs reins boursouflés.

Et vous les écoutez, cognant leurs têtes chauves
Aux murs sombres, plaquant et plaquant leurs pieds tors,
Et leurs boutons d'habit sont des prunelles fauves
Qui vous accrochent l’œil du fond des corridors !

Puis ils ont une main invisible qui tue :
Au retour, leur regard filtre ce venin noir
Qui charge l’œil souffrant de la chienne battue,
Et vous suez pris dans un atroce entonnoir.

Rassis, les poings noyés dans des manchettes sales,
Ils songent à ceux-là qui les ont fait lever
Et, de l'aurore au soir, des grappes d'amygdales
Sous leurs mentons chétifs s'agitent à crever.

Quand l'austère sommeil a baissé leurs visières,
Ils rêvent sur leur bras de sièges fécondés,
De vrais petits amours de chaises en lisière
Par lesquelles de fiers bureaux seront bordés ;

Des fleurs d'encre crachant des pollens en virgule
Les bercent, le long des calices accroupis
Tels qu'au fil des glaïeuls le vol des libellules
- Et leur membre s'agace à des barbes d'épis. 

Opening their shoulderblades slowly, Oh rage!
The whole of their pants puffs out at their bloated waist
 
And you listen to them, banging their bald heads,
To the dark walls, planting and planting their crooked feet,
And the buttons of the outfit are fawn eyes
Which catch your eyes from the back of the corridors!
 
Then they have an invisible hand which kills:
When they return, their gaze filter that black venom
Which loads the suffering eye of the beaten bitch
And you sweat, caught in an atrocious funnel.
 
Seated back, fists drown in some dirty cuffs
The think about those who made them stand up
And, from dawn to the evening, clusters of tonsils
Under their puny chin stir to the point of bursting.
 
When the austere sleep has lowered their peaks,
They dream on the arms of their fertilized seats,
Real little loves of seats on the edge
Through which proud offices will be lined with;
 
Some ink flowers spitting pollen in commas
Rocks them, along long squatted chalives
Alike to the threads of gladioli the flight of the dragonflies
- And their limbs excites themselves to beards of ears

( https://lyricstranslate.com/en/les-assis-sitting-ones.html )

Schubert, Ave Maria.
 
–- p145 The spirit can conquer the body … it will swing to
 exhuberance and delight in such pure life expressions as the music of Bach or 
in the ´Ave Maria´, or in the ´Song of Joy´ in Beethoven ninth symphony.

Schubert is not cited. There are several composers who have made an Ave Maria. 
Mozart in 1788, Gounod on an extract from a prelude from Bach in 1859, Verdi in 
1889… The best known is that of Schubert in 1826. The Ave Maria de Schubert was 
played at the burial of W. Reich as he wished in his last will.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ave_Maria_(Schubert)
"Ellens dritter Gesang" ("Ellens Gesang III", D. 839, Op. 52, No. 6, 1825), in 
English: "Ellen's Third Song", was composed by Franz Schubert in 1825 as part of
his Op. 52, a setting of seven songs from Walter Scott's 1810 popular narrative 
poem The Lady of the Lake, loosely translated into German.

It is one of Schubert's most popular works. Beyond the song as originally 
composed by Schubert, it is often performed and recorded by many singers under 
the title "Ave Maria" (the Latin name of the prayer Hail Mary, and also the 
opening words and refrain of Ellen's song, a song which is itself a prayer to 
the Virgin Mary), in musically simplified arrangements and with various lyrics 
that commonly differ from the original context of the poem. It was arranged in 
three versions for piano by Franz Liszt*. (note ;*Franz Liszt est un 
correspondant de Lamennais.)



Storck's translation[6] used by Schubert

Ave Maria! Jungfrau mild,
Erhöre einer Jungfrau Flehen,
Aus diesem Felsen starr und wild
Soll mein Gebet zu dir hinwehen.
Wir schlafen sicher bis zum Morgen,
Ob Menschen noch so grausam sind.
O Jungfrau, sieh der Jungfrau Sorgen,
O Mutter, hör ein bittend Kind!
Ave Maria!

Ave Maria! Unbefleckt!
Wenn wir auf diesen Fels hinsinken
Zum Schlaf, und uns dein Schutz bedeckt,
Wird weich der harte Fels uns dünken.
Du lächelst, Rosendüfte wehen
In dieser dumpfen Felsenkluft.
O Mutter, höre Kindes Flehen,
O Jungfrau, eine Jungfrau ruft!
Ave Maria!

Ave Maria! Reine Magd!
Der Erde und der Luft Dämonen,
Von deines Auges Huld verjagt,
Sie können hier nicht bei uns wohnen.
Wir woll'n uns still dem Schicksal beugen,
Da uns dein heil'ger Trost anweht;
Der Jungfrau wolle hold dich neigen,
Dem Kind, das für den Vater fleht.
Ave Maria!

"Hymn to the Virgin" by Sir Walter Scott

Ave Maria! maiden mild!
Listen to a maiden's prayer!
Thou canst hear though from the wild;
Thou canst save amid despair.
Safe may we sleep beneath thy care,
Though banish'd, outcast and reviled –
Maiden! hear a maiden's prayer;
Mother, hear a suppliant child!
Ave Maria!

Ave Maria! undefiled!
The flinty couch we now must share
Shall seem with down of eider piled,
If thy protection hover there.
The murky cavern's heavy air
Shall breathe of balm if thou hast smiled;
Then, Maiden! hear a maiden's prayer,
Mother, list a suppliant child!
Ave Maria!

Ave Maria! stainless styled.
Foul demons of the earth and air,
From this their wonted haunt exiled,
Shall flee before thy presence fair.
We bow us to our lot of care,
Beneath thy guidance reconciled;
Hear for a maid a maiden's prayer,
And for a father hear a child!
Ave Maria! 

(wikipedia EN)

Music of the accompanying, arpège originally for Scottish bard; 
In ternary, three notes go up, three descend.

 _- -_ _- -_ _- -_⁻ ⁻ ⁻
      .     .     .
–- krw

resume

(Various passages which summarize the life, the work, the book of Reich.)

From Renan, Life of Jesus, 

p1 … like the instinct of love …  sometimes changes into perversion and ferocity
… that the wise men had to seek to delete. 

p168 He only aspired to win the people; He kept for the simple means good for 
only themselves. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ave_Maria_(Schubert)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEStorck1819[httpsbabelhathitrustorgcgiptidnnc1cu58498672view1upseq205q1Ave20Maria_135%E2%80%93136]-6


p189 … celebrates at the gates of Jerusalem. The advent of their king Messiah 
finished exasperating the Pharisees and the temple aristocracy. 
Jesus was popular, there was a feared a riot execution of the rebels in the 
priesthood; Autodafé intended to instill the people with religious terror.
Judas the banker administrator will have killed Judas the apostle. Internal to 
the cash register above the very work to which it was intended
-- Reich had 2 Autodafé of books, one in Germany, one in America. One 
forbidding/banning in Russia. Others censorships almost everywhere, Danemark, 
Norvege, Suede, France

P221 The unintelligent hatred of his enemies decided to the success of his work 
and put the seal to his divinity. Leave free, Jesus would have been exhausted in
a desperate struggle against the impossible. 

p168 The antipathy which in such a passionate world had to burst first between 
Jesus and people of this character is easy to understand. He only wanted the 
religion of the heart. Pharisee consisted almost exclusively in observance. 
Jesus was looking for the humble and the rebuttals of all kinds. Ordinary tact. 
Pharisee weak man, certain to be right, a pedantic taking first place in the 
synagogue, praying in the streets making alms to the sound of trompe, looking at
if he is greeting. 
---For me.

p171 It was little that the bad religious direction represented by the 
Pharisianism reigned without control. Jesus argued that everyone must wait for 
God's judgment with fear and tremor.

p180 "I tell you, it is at the present generation that all this blood will be 
asked" J.C. 

p225 "Rabbi, silence them tell him the Pharisees - if they are silent, the 
stones will cry" Jesus 

From Renan, Avenir de la Science, 

p272 Experimentation. The most liberal of all the search for what Is. As Cuvier 
who said that each fact has a place. 

From Lamennais, Words of a Believer,

And as the prophet threw these sinister lights on the future, a mysterious fear 
seized those who listened to him. 
–- p175 Rules of Conduct Common to All Are Expected from Another Prophet. 

–- P45 this is the first step toward the pedestal where he will finally be put 
for good, untouchable, impossible to equal. …  

From Lamennais, People own Book,

p121 ... A star of science rises above the horizon of darkness where we have 
rose to you. 

p116 You only have a master God, and his will is that you are free, in order to 
be similar to him and to deserve by your efforts, that he will help from above, 
to be one day fully united to him. Praise, love to the one who created the man 
and made it so great that the innumerable worlds, sown in space, are only as 



many torches lit on his way, whose term, the only place of his rest, is the very
source of all life, of all good and of all perfections. 

p116 They will say that the domination of some and slavery of all the others is 
the established order of God. And to keep their tyranny they will not be afraid 
to blaspheme Providence. 

p4 opposed to any political organization - 
p106 Free association, to do without it 
--p189… Work Democratic Interelation… 

Stir 100 years before, Lamenais, Enlightenment fr… 1951 - 100 =? and summary
–- p83 The ocean of human living had not begun to stir before some one hundred 
years ago. The stillness … mistaken for no ocean at all … has begun to stir this
is certain, makes communist, fascists and other funny vermin.
–- p196 It is thinkable, theoricaly possible, even of crutial importance for the
church to return to Christ of 25 A.D. and for communism to return  to the old 
dream of an international human brotherhood of 1848. It would save both 
mouvement from inevitable decay in a terrafying morass once Life start marching 
…  

P57 Faith is the daughter of the verb, she penetrates hearts with the Word, not 
with the dagger. 
–- formula

sex    
p102 The term GENITAL EMBRACE distinguished the clean from the dirty act and is 
here to stay. The word SEX abused and smutted into a horrible nightmare. 
The term sex was popularized by Lawrence. After him everyone uses it. 
From Latin sexus. With secus for variant, from seco ("cut"), 1; Sex, genre. 2; 
Sex, sexual intercourse. (Larousse dictionary.) Sex entered the language in 
medieval times from Latin sexus and first referred to the two genders. Woman was
called the Fair and Men, the Better…   In reference to Hanky-Panky, Sex has only
been used the early part of the 20th century, with D.H. Lawrence being among the
first to talk of «Having Sex». (Oxford Dictionary of Words Origins, Oxford 
University Press, Second Edition, 2009.) 

PXX, W.R. biographie 3e part american odyssey. If I had to apply Murder of 
Christ in my life every day I would not get there. ´ 

in addition,

Thus, there would be a continuation in the ideas developed and published by E. 
Lamennais in Words of a Croyant in 1833 -> E. Renan Life of Jesus in 1880 -> Le 
Meurtre du Christ in 1952. For the French side, some commentators note that they
were Bretons as well as Chateaubriand who published a similar book before them, 
F. Lamennais, E. Renan - (Bretons -> Celt - place of love in magic, like in 
Tristan and Iseult for example. )

The respective paths of Félicité de Lamennais and Wilhelm Reich are similar in 
many respects. They never exclude the social fact of injustice from their field 
of vision and arrive at the point of science which they develop in much the same
way. For Lamennais, visible in Sketch of a Philosophy (of which there is no 



English translation) in particular in Volume IV. They arrive at the same 
results, the same observations, the same truths, face prison, success which 
becomes harmful to them. Call for the religious reform of Christianity, stare at
patriarchy, sketch a portrait of the infinite Being, lay the foundations for 
understanding consciousness and life. Reich was able to go upstream of what 
Lamennais wanted but could not achieve; to measure energy, objectively - to 
handle it differently.

Miracles - Reich was a man who was killed. Like E.Renan: miracles do not exist 
as he said in his preface to the 13th edition of Life of Jesus. Reich remained 
honest by not telling men that they didn't have access to these great things 
which is incredible to them because they did not accept the laws of physics / 
Nature, but by finding the cause and staying on it; the refusal of love, of God:
The Devil. He was a man, handsome and charming persecuted "the murder of Reich",
because he will not fail to be raised above Christ. It is necessary to do the 
same job of humanization or else it is total oblivion.

If we can go to other spaces, terrestrial overpopulation is no longer a problem.
It is a terrifying problem, concrete, matter, devoured murder transforms us into
cannibals - or motionless worms, which is the same thing. Life doesn't like to 
make problems, there must be a solution to get out of it. 

W.R. wanted and believed to have enabled intergalactic travel for subsequent 
generations. Here in France, an example. Source in some way of these thoughts, 
Lamennais, E.Renan, the age of enlightenment, In the city from where the 
accusation started, the country has put its space research centers.

Toulouse, 
It is the city which prevented in the 19th century to know on a large scale the 
existence of the energy of life, by the calumnies and lawsuits of the archbishop
David Thérèse d´Astros. It is also the city that erected a proud building on a 
proud hill, overlooking a proud alley, to store proud books and people, and 
named it after a proud author, José Cabanis, who defended Lamennais and «as if 
he had risen him from the grave». 
It is also here that the premises of all the aerospace studies of the country 
are located. 
A place therefore, where these studies are doomed to failure by this 
misknowledgev of energy. Little Toulouse denouncer in Rome, perdition of 
humanity. 
Either move these buildings elsewhere or spread the word about this story. 
Horrid Archbishop, Giordano Bruno Bridge at Aerospace City. 
Investment counter-investment. 
City of counter-investment. Of travel, of aerospace, of knowledge, real 
buildings erected. 
~”vast joke” 
but serious

tertius temoignage
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i … even if Elegos can mean "Lament" and if Etymologicum Magnum gives the popular etymology to Legein, "to 
say alas! ». Elegy is a poem composed in …   (  https://www.larousse.fr/encyclopedie/litterature/%C3%A9l
%C3%A9gie/173090 )

ii  Paradis ; de Hébreux issu du Perse ; ´ parc des rois Achéménides.´, E. Renan, Vie de Jesus.

iii  (George qui ?, Réalisatrice ; Rosier,  Acteur jouant Lamennais ; G. Deleuze ; 48 ans, prob de respiration, 1973. 
Film s’ouvre sur masturbation dans un champ de George Sand, termine sur un personnage bleu cheveux violets, 
yeux verts.-- Moment prison, perquisition chez Lamennais « hier, six heures du matin » . Reçu lettre Chateaubriand 
de soutien. Si la liberté de conscience ne peut plus habiter dans votre grenier ma maison vous est ouverte. » elle dit 
que ca lui a fait plaisir. visité par George Sand (Aurore Dupin) lui donne à manger ( cacahouetes ? ). Froid, lucarne 
«ce n’est pas plus austère que la vie que j’ai toujours eut, mais,  ca affaibli L’âme. On a du mal à respirer, on se sent
… comme à part. » « de tous temps les philosophes ont été persécutés. Ces hommes ne pensent qu’à eux-meme. Ils 
ont pour les institutions auxquels ils appartiennent un lien de (une sorte de?)… Fidélité. « ils ne peuvent pas 
étouffer la voix de l’homme honnête. » La poste, toutes ses lettres sont données à la police depuis des années, donc 
il refuse de recevoir des lettres en prison et a prévenu tout le monde de ne pas lui écrire.  Chopin avant dit que « 
c’est très beau ce qu’il écrit. «  (Une ligne extraite de ; Gouvernement contre people.) «  ils ont barricadés 
l’océan... ». Scène suivante ;  Chopin se promène avec George Sand. )

iv Effulgence ; Lat., action de briller, luire, éclat, ( Gaffiot, Latin-Francais, 2020.) (proche de effulgeo,ere, effulgente 
et effusio ; couler/répendre)

v Misknowledge ;   ... this prefix is the latin minus, less shorted in mes ou mis. ( fhttps://www.littre.org/definition/m
%C3%A9- ) french; Méconnaissance;  prefix; mé- from més-, meaning; badly, wrongly  ( 
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/m%C3%A9s- ) « The French word méconnaissance means to "misconstrue" or 
"misrecognize," ...» (https://www.english.hawaii.edu/criticalink/lacan/terms/mecon.html) Misknowledge ; prefix ; 
mis- meaning ; incorrectly, badly ( https://dictionary.cambridge.org/grammar/british-grammar/prefixes ) . Title of a 
book of  Katherine Eggert in witch she invent and define this word, 2015. «act of choosing one system, body or 
mode of knowledge over another, even if the one chosen is manifestly retrograde, ill informed, poorly suported, 
sloppily organized, or even simply wrong» p.40
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